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Tip 4 – Develop A Strong & Consistent Internal Pulse.
• This is a key ingredient for all musicians regardless of style or 

skill level. The goal is to be able to play with a strong and clear 
pulse that will transfer to the other members of the ensemble 
and ultimately to the audience. Music has to “Feel Good”! 

• One of the best methods to start this process is just to listen to 
your metronome for five to 10-minutes a day at a reasonable 
tempo, i.e. ¼ = 80-120pbm. Test yourself by starting the 
metronome and clap or snap to the beat, then turn it off while 
continuing to keep time and then turn it back on.

• Were you faster or slower?

It’s a skill and I promise it will improve over time and really boost 
your confidence in  playing.

Tip 5 – Do The Opposite
• Most of us were taught to use the metronome by playing a 

piece or section at one tempo and then gradually increase the 
tempo to “full speed.” While this has generally been accepted 
as the right way, I’d like to suggest that you try the exact 
opposite approach.

• First, establish a tempo that allows you to be as clear and 
accurate as possible, and be honest with yourself in this process. 
Once that tempo has been found, then gradually slow the temp 
i.e. start at 88bpm, then 80, then 72, etc. until maybe 60.

• Discover the changes in your posture, your ability to relax and 
connect with the line that you are trying to play. Is it getting 
warmer and easier?

Once there, take a chance and try it at the final tempo; you might 
be surprised at how efficient this method can be.

Tip 6 – Simply Jam
• Have fun by jamming with recordings of songs, bands, or artists 

that you like.

• Everyone is on YouTube, and if you weren’t aware, it is possible 
to slow down the tempo of most videos, which might make 
some tunes more accessible.

So, use your metronome every day and jam with recordings, and 
you’ll begin to see a dramatic increase in your overall skill level.
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    “His teaching displayed a thorough 
understanding of my individual needs…” - Jordan

“Dr. Bruce ….can demystify complex concepts and 
provide memorable and meaningful instruction to any 
student who is committed to learning.” - Stephanie
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